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1 -|i v	herth \l as it was. sometimes called.    Fuller's earth is
j& •<	only found in a few places, the largest deposits being
'|h	round  Nutfield  and  Reigate,2 and  on  account of its
ji 'f	rarity and importance its export was forbidden.
?« <fj
4f ' '	The cloth, having been fulled, had to be stretched on
tenters to  dry,  and references to the lease of tenter
grounds   are   common   in   mediaeval   town   records.3
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14   J !	A certain amount of stretching was legitimate and even
»	necessary,4 but where the cloth belonged to the fuller—
I .	and it was a common practice for fullers to buy the raw
* **	cloth—there was a temptation to ' stretch him out with
*,	ropes and rack him till the sinews stretch again'5 so as
^	to gain several yards.   As a result of this practice, which
<	greatly impaired the strength of the cloth, ' Guildford
jj .	cloths,' made in Surrey, Sussex, and Hampshire, lost
their reputation, and in 1391 measures had to be taken
to restore their good name by forbidding fullers, or
other persons, to buy the cloth in an unfinished state.6
In 1482 the possession of private tenters was forbidden
in London under a heavy penalty, and all those existing
were ordered to be destroyed except ten—five at the
;	Fullers' Hall and five at Leadenhall.7 Several Acts
.;.	were passed dealing with this offence, and during the
sixteenth century ordinances were issued against the
use of powerful racks with levers, winches, and ropes.
1	1  V. C. H. Notts., ii. 346.   "Urine was occasionally used instead of
Fuller's earth, but this was forbidden in 1376.    Riley, Mems. of
London, 401.
2 V. C. H, Survey, ii. 279.
:a	3 e. g. at Nottingham ;   V. C. H. Notts., ii. 346.
4  V. C. H. Warwick, ii. 252.	5 Ibid.
\	° Statutes, 15 Rich. II.
7 London Letter Book L, 197.

